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LPG LEVEL INDICATOR
GAUGE AND SAFETY
SHUT-OFF
Prod Code: 3011-GEAR-21409

Key Features:
Gives an indication of a cylinder’s content - based on pressure
To be used with Propane Cylinders that use a standard screw-in propane regulator e.g.
3.9kg cylinder, 6kg cylinder, 11kg cylinder, 13kg cylinder, 19kg cylinder and 47kg cylinder.
Male POL inlet x Female POL outlet.
Maximum flow capacity of 6m3/hr
Self-resetting
How does it work?
Once the gauge is in place, you will notice that the indicator does not move like a gas
gauge in a car. You could use your cylinder a number of times and the indicator will not
move. This does not mean that the gauge does not work, this is simply because the gauge
works based on pressure, and a propane cylinder is designed to deliver a steady amount
of pressure consistantly so there is little movement by the indicator. It is only when the
cylinder is around 1/4 full that you will see the indicatior really move and show a more
accurate indication.

As the gauge works on pressure, the indicator will read higher when it is warmer outside
and lower when it is extremely cold outside. For example, in the summer a 1/2 full tank
could be read as completely full, however in the winter, the same 1/2 full cylinder could be
read as 1/4 empty.

 

HILO MPOL X FPOL CW GAUGE EXCESS FLOW, 6M3/H

Propane Gas HILO Cylinder Gauge

The Continental HILO Propane Cylinder Gauge is designed to measure the pressure in a
Gas Cylinder so you get a visual indication if you are running out of gas.

This unit is fitted with an excess flow mechanism which prevents a surplus amount of gas
from being released. For example, if your pigtail burst's, or the regulator comes lose, or
you remove anything connected to it before shutting off the gas cylinder, the excess flow
mechanism will trip on the gauge and the gas supply will automatically be cut off.

 

SPECIFICATIONS

Fits Propane LPG bottle regulator


